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having a usb midi interface is essential to
take advantage of the full potential of a
casio keyboard. since casio keyboards
usually have midi in and out ports, this
usually means you have to buy a usb midi
interface or an external usb midi interface
to make this work. an external usb midi
interface is usually a small computer that
you plug into your computer and
connects your casio keyboard to the
computer. this is handy because it gives
you the ability to connect your casio
keyboard to a wide range of devices. the
only thing you have to be careful of when
using an external usb midi interface is
that they usually have a power switch. if
you have a casio keyboard that has midi
out ports, be sure to turn them off before
plugging the interface into your
computer. you may already have an idea
of how to connect your casio keyboard to
your android device. the method you
choose depends on the model of casio
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keyboard you have. if you have a casio
keyboard with a midi out port, you will
have to buy a usb midi interface or an
external usb midi interface. this will
connect your casio keyboard to your
computer and make your computer a midi
interface. if you have a casio keyboard
with no midi out port, you can skip the
usb midi interface and just connect it
directly to your android device. if you
have an older generation casio keyboard,
you will have to get the apple ipad
camera connection kit. this will connect
your casio keyboard to your apple device
using a 30-pin connector. if you have a
casio keyboard with no midi out port, you
can skip the usb midi interface and just
connect it directly to your android device.
you can then power it using a standard
charger. you will have to be careful when
using this option because your keyboard
will be powered and plugged in to your
device while it is charging. how to
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connect an android device to a casio
keyboard
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after you have your casio keyboard
connected to your usb midi interface, you

have two options. you can either use a
usb midi adapter or software to transfer

data to your android device. usb adapters
are available for a wide range of casio

keyboards. if you have a casio keyboard
with a midi out port, you will need to

connect that port to the usb midi adapter.
if you have a casio keyboard with no midi

out port, you can skip the usb midi
adapter and just connect it directly to

your android device. if you have an older
generation casio keyboard, you will have
to get the apple ipad camera connection
kit. this will connect your casio keyboard

to your apple device using a 30-pin
connector. if you believe that the

downloading process was faulty, you may
contact yamaha, and yamaha shall permit
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you to re-download the software,
provided that you first destroy any copies
or partial copies of the software that you
obtained through your previous download
attempt. this permission to re-download

shall not limit in any manner the
disclaimer of warranty set forth in section

5 below. the midi interface lets you
control the sound of the particular sound
module and add a wide variety of sound

effects such as vibrato and slides. if
youve got a midi enabled sound module,
or if you have a music synthesizer that
lets you use the midi interface, youll be

able to make music with it. a midi-
yamaha adapter is used to connect the

midi in of the cable to the midi out of your
keyboard. the usb end of the adapter is
connected to an available usb port on

your computer. at this point, you can hit
the keys on your keyboard and check the
indicator on the adapter, checking to see
if any midi signal is being sent. the usb
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adapter will normally be installed
automatically on your windows or mac

computer. if it doesnt and windows
reports it to be an unrecognizable usb

device, chances are you received a faulty
cable adapter. 5ec8ef588b
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